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ABSTRACT
Phishing has become a substantial threat for internet users and a major cause of financial losses. In these
attacks the cybercriminals carry out user credential information and users can fall victim. The current
solution against phishing attacks are not sufficient to detect and work against novel phishes. This paper
presents a systematic review of the previous and current research waves done on Internet phishing
mitigation in different areas of expertise and highlighted phishing attacks types and some existing antiphishing approaches. Further the discussion about novel phishes and identify the elements of issues
highlighted. The review can be valuable source of information to find and identify recent gap and
challenges to fulfill the security flaws.
Keywords: Anti-phishing, detection, novel, credentials, client
1.

INTRODUCTION

The internet phishing is a new type of cybercrime and type of online identity theft. The basic
aim of phishing attacks is to steal personal
credentials from users such as online banking user
id and password and credit card data [1]. The
electronic commerce organizations have been faced
and loose their reputation because of these phishing
tricks. The attackers use a combination of technical
and engineering spoofing techniques and make a
financial profit. In these techniques the attacker use
legitimate-looking but fake emails and use fake
websites for steal important information. There are
many types of anti-phishing solutions proposed to
tackle these tricks and attacks but still the users
personal information and security are on risk. One
of the main reason is rapidly growth and
advancement of phishing tricks noticed. These
tricks bypass the existing solutions and users lose
their credentials information [2]. According to
international non-profit organization APWG (Antiphishing work group) that the volumes of phishing
websites have been rapidly increases since 2010. In
another report it mentioned that these attacks
targeting different organizations and industries such
as banks, online payment services, retail and ISP
services, etc. [3, 4]. According to author in 2012
the internet users lost 687 million dollars because of
phishing attacks and it was 30% more compare with
2011 attacks [5, 6]. The existing solutions are not
sufficient and effective against novel phishes. We

discuss these issues in this review and discuss some
most popular anti-phishing proposed solutions.
Further, review provides a suitable scenario for
anti-phishing solutions with clear characterization
and detection capability against novel phishes. This
review will help to find and identify recent gap and
challenges to fulfill the security flaws to new
researchers for develop anti-phishing solutions. The
paper shows a systematic review of existing
research on Internet phishing mitigation. The main
purpose is to show the advance in the wave of
research, motives, mitigation achievements and
proposal strategies with their relative merits.
Moreover, it identifies the least focused domains of
research, barriers on their solutions as long as the
expanding scope of the problems which still need
further efforts in the future.
The paper is structured as follows: The section
2 presents a brief research philosophy and main
contribution. The section 3 presents the antiphishing techniques and its applications. The
section 4 defines about anti-phishing solutions in
terms of detection capability and brief comparison.
The section 5 elaborates the difference of antiphishing and novel phishes in detail. The last
section 6 is related with future prospective and
conclusion of the review.
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RESEARCH CONTRIBUTION AND
PHILOSOPHY

This section describes the existing anti-phishing
solutions in term of detection capability against
novel phishing through systematic review. The
systematic literature review is basically used to
investigate the most important aspects of the former
researches done on a specific subject. It extracts and
maps out useful information by using an effective
research framework and significant statistics. All
this can be done through several steps: formulating
research questions, search and selection processes,
application of certain feasible criteria with
categorization schemes; and then presenting the
answers of research questions on tables and
statistics [7-9]. Figure 1 clearly illustrates the
conceptual framework of systematic review which
is presented in [9]. It contributes an inclusive
taxonomy, which is divided into three categories
shows in Figure 1. In the first level the antiphishing solutions are classifies on the base of
detective approaches and application level. The
second level identifies the new variants of phishes
and reaction of existing solutions. The last level
defines the next wave for further research work.

Figure 1: Inclusive taxonomy [9]

Figure 2, illustrates the response of systematic
literature review via the following processes:

Figure 2: Framework of systematic review

2.1 The Search process
In this process retrieve the previous studies and
publications, an exploratory search is done. It is
implemented by using some publically available
digital libraries such as IEE Explore, Science
Direct, Scopus, Google Scholar, ACM, Springer
Link, and Emerald. The set of the retrieved studies
includes journals and international conference
papers, book chapters, magazines and theses
ranging from 2008 to 2014. For the purpose of
search, some keywords such as internet phishing,
phishing
detection,
anti-phishing,
phishing
prevention, and phishing mitigation, etc. are used.
Furthermore, an advanced search based on article
titles, authors and journal titles is achieved.
Keywords were used individually or collectively
with the help of some operators. To retrieve
references corresponding to or cited from the initial
set of retrieved publications, two dimensional
searching is done: backward and forward search.
Finally, the set of retrieved publications totally
results in 197 publications to be refined in the
selection process.
2.2 Selection process
This process actually narrows down the set of
the retrieved publications to a set of more extensive
and more relevant publications on internet phishing
mitigation. By this way, the outdated and out of
place publications contained in the original set are
removed by inclusion and exclusion criteria. These
criteria involve including the higher ranking
sources and excluding the outdated and irrelevant
studies in terms of quality assessment and data
synthesis as presented.
2.3 Categorization schemes
There are many categorization schemes used
for mapping out the selected publications in the
form of statistics according to the type of research
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and contributions. These schemes were adopted by
authors in [9]. For the purpose of responding to
formulated research questions. Thus, this review
utilizes these schemes to categorize the selected
publications into certain dimensions. After
selection the systematic review comes with specific
related studies, which are presented in below
sections.
3.

ANTI-PHISHING
APPLICATIONS

APPROACHES

AND

The anti-phishing solutions are based on its
applications and approaches level. In anti-phishing
literature the most of existing approaches are based
on detection techniques. These approaches are
categorized into different types such as some are
based on lists, hybrid, and information flow [1012]. In list type approaches contains blacklists ad
whitelists approaches and rely on regularly updated
lists of well-known phishing and legitimate URLS.
These are widely used and achieve high detection
accuracy with low false positive rates. However
these approaches are cannot detect and identify
fresh phishes because of lists, where maintenance
and human resources required and the scalability
and run time are not suitable. This is the reason the
list based approaches combine with other
approaches [2, 3, 10, 12-20]. The Heuristics based
approaches are predicted through one or more
websites features like URL, source code and visual
features. These two types list and heuristic
approaches can work against fresh phishes and
produce low detection accuracy [10, 15, 21,
22]Because of these reasons the researchers
proposed hybrid approaches. These hybrid
approaches are combination of one or more
approaches to work against these limitations. The
hybrid approaches are more effective and they can
avoided via novel phishes for instant vulnerabilities
of web applications to insert malicious codes [2, 10,
22]. Another type is flow based solutions and relies
on attaching some random credential before and
after user credentials to a phishing website. This is
the main reason the phishers cannot identify real
credentials. However these approaches are fail
when phishing websites allow limited number of
random credentials to be submitted [2, 10, 12, 22].
The application level approaches have been
roughly categorize into client side, server side and
client and server level [3, 21] illustrates in Table 1.
According to table the direct interaction of internet
users through web browser is potentially on risk.
That’s why most of approaches are on client side
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level in the shape of tools in popular browsers such
as Mozilla Firefox, Internet Explorer and Google
Chrome, etc. These integrated tools keep user
activities and track during web browsing and
inform them in time about phishing websites. These
approaches are suffered from some short comes like
design of intuitive interface, correct warnings, help
system and detection accuracy [23, 24]. The
existing client side approaches are deployed for
active notification and risk of interrupt browsing
process. These notifications are not acceptable in
the case of misclassifying legitimate websites as
phishing websites, which may decrease user trust
and reliability on anti-phishing tools and on web
browser [4, 25]. Although server side solutions are
effective but there is another problem in server-side
anti-phishing solutions and that is not effective
against web banners and fail when users rarely
notice the absence and existence of these
indications [21]. The most of commercial
organizations are using client-server structured
applications such as Netcraft, Google, and
Microsoft. But in client-server structured
applications are frequently request for update and
need maintenance from database server. When
phishing website is encountered that time the
Netcraft toolbar contacts Netcraft’s server for
online database verification [26].
4. ANTI-PHISHING SOLUTIONS
In this section we discuss the notable antiphishing solution. The most of the anti-phishing
have been proposed and implemented in the form
of anti-virus software, web browser plug-in, addon’s, extensions ,toolbars and are browser
independent as shows in table 1. Further these
solutions rely on different application levels and
exploit different approaches like white lists of
known legitimate URLs, black lists, white lists,
heuristic and hybrid and information flow
approaches to combat either phishing web sites or
phishing emails. The B-APT proposed and
developed for US financial institutions as a list
based anti-phishing solution. It was designed for
identifying websites through Bayesain filter and
based on tokens that are extracted by document
object model DOM analyzer [27]. Another
approach proposed
[28] AIWL (automated
individual white list to protect user online
credentials. Whitetaker, Ryner and Nazif proposed
and upgraded Google phishing blacklist with a
classifier toolbar to identify phishing websites
because of some typical characteristics. Another
author enhanced a blacklist of PhishNet by
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generating new URLs using heuristics and checking
if they resolved by DNS lookup.
There is another example of heuristics based
anti-phishing solution SpoofGuard [29] developed
in Stanford University as a browser plug-in to
identify phishing websites based on a set of
heuristics. Therefore some other researchers
proposed PILFER as an email filter and based on
ten different heuristics and publically available for
legitimate and phishing e-mails. Some other
academic researchers in Carnegie Mellon
University proposed [29] CANTINA (content
based anti-phishing) solution and based on
frequency-inverse document frequency (tf-idf)
algorithm to extract and retrieve tokens, meta
keywords and description tags from web page
source code with the help of search engine and
identifying the top ranking keywords as a phishing
webpage. After this another author [12] used set of
filters and weighted rules to classify phishing
emails in PhishCatch anti-phishing email client side
plug-in. After this another PhishShark
[30]
developed and based on twenty heuristics for
phishing websites detection.
Than CANTINA+ proposed [31] as a hybrid
anti-phishing solution and upgraded version of
CANTENA with new ten additional features. The
four features are from CANTENA and other are
novel extended features. The PhishBlock prposed
[32] as an efficient hybrid system and relied on
lookup and a support vector machine classifier and
check the features, which are derived from websites
URL, text and linkage. Some other researchers
proposed information flow-based anti-phishing
solutions such as Krida and Kruegel plug-in
designed for observe the password field of HTML
from the domain site and visited by the user [22,
33]. Another information-flow based anti-phishing
tool PhishGuard used to submit bogus credentials
when user login and sent original credentials to
identify phishing websites. The Bogus Bitter [34]
used to submitted a great number of bogus
credentials with actual credentials to nullify a
phishing attack. The phish tester proposed [35, 36]
to mitigated phishes and exploits cross site scripting
(XSS) we-browsers and some vulnerabilities to
distribute malicious codes . Another RwdHash
released [22, 37] to convert transparently user
password into domain specific password through
sending a one way hash of password and domain
name.
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Further many anti-phishing solutions proposed
for industries products such as Firfox2, Netcraft,
Microsoft phishing Filter, etc. The Netcraft
produced by netcraft.com in 2010, where accesses
the phishing sites through the domain registered
time of visited website and also based on company
maintained database [5, 38]. The Microsoft
Phishing filter is an add-on and scans visited
websites and warn user about potentially suspicious
with the help of dynamically updated online
information service run by Microsoft and then
block the visited website if it is phishing. The
Firefox2 offered as an anti-phishing by Mozilla
Firefox and based on knows lists of malicious and
phishing websites with the help of Google browsing
protocol. McAfee site advisor is another database
anti-phishing tool contains automated crawlers that
browse websites and perform test for authenticity
rating of the visited websites [38].
5. ANTI-PHISHING VS. NOVEL PHISHES
The most of existing studies addresses the
issues of detection accuracy, overall effectiveness
and computational cost of anti-phishing solutions
toward finding an optimum anti-phishing solution.
These solutions neglected the detection in term of
features, URL mechanism and webpage content
analysis [6, 11, 23, 35]. In this section we discuss
some of these issues of anti-phishing which are
rarely discussed before.
5.1 Novel Phishes
The novel phishing are based on cross site
scripting and XSS, embedded object based and
non-English language based websites. These types
of phishes have been rapidly increased between
2010 to 2013 [12, 35]. These types of novel
phishing features probably exploit web sites and its
content as shows in Figure 2.
The graph shows that XSS-based phishing websites
developed by phishers who exploit cross cite
scripting and vulnerabilities on web browsers and
obfuscate client-side scripts of the website source
files to install spyware and malware into client
computer. Furthermore, phishers imitate embedded
objects like Flash objects, ActiveX objects, Applets
on the source code file of a legitimate webpage.
These exploits some URL features of webpages,
which are hosted in some languages and these
languages are not identified to bypass existing antphishing solutions. This is a gap in phishing
mitigation because the existing anti-phishing
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solutions are incompetent in these phishes [12, 20,
35, 39, 40].

Figure 2: Phishing Variants

5.2 Detection Capability
There are many limitations present in antiphishing solutions because of these detection
capabilities against novel phishes as XSS-based
phished, embedded object-based phishes, etc. [11,
12, 41]. The Table 3 shows the comparison of antiphishing solutions against novel phishes.
Table 1: Comparison Of Anti-Phishing Solutions Against
Novel Phishes
Related Work

XSS-based

Embedded

Language

phishes

objects-based

independent

phishes

Han et al. [2]
Prakash et al.[40]
Xiang et al. [42]
Prevost et al. [43]
Joshi et al. [28]
Yue and Wang [30]
Shahriar

and

Zulkernine [32, 44]
Fahmy et al. [45]
Whittaker et al. [46]
Andrĕ et al. [47]
McAfee

Site
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Likarish et al.[49]
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imitation and obfuscation [2]. The most of
heuristics based solutions rarely leverage novel
phishing websites basically these are made with
own adapted heuristics. Further these are rely on
frequency-inverse document frequency (tf-idf)
features and on language dependent feature based
text categorization [2, 10, 20, 40, 45]. The different
authors proposed solutions which are based on
these types [1, 12, 28-30, 50].
The hybrid based anti-phishing solutions are
efficient compare to list and heuristics based
solutions due to its classifiers and they are scarcely
tolerate with non-English language based phishes
[2, 10, 20, 40, 45]. Furthermore, the limitation of
number adapting exist to detect webpage hosted in
non-English language due to its language
dependent hybrid features and text-based tf-idf
algorithm, which are not suitable for detection [31].
The CANTINA+ is a most effective anti-phishing
solution working against zero-hour phishing
websites but still have some potential incapability
in non-English based phishing websites. On the
other hand another information flow based solution
proposed and can effectively detect most zero hour
and language-hosted phishing websites because
they keep the user credentials during transaction.
However they can bypassed through novel phishes
like in [12, 24, 30, 35].
6. LIMITATIONS OF STUDY

The above comparison table shows that all
anti-phishing solutions have some limitations in
different capabilities. The list based anti-phishing
solutions are relied on automated individual white
list of URLs for protecting users from online
credentials, images, scripts, XSS vulnerabilities,
Active X objects in webpage source code for

The set of hybrid features extracted from three
parts of website; namely, HTML source code,
JavaScript code and the URL in which the webpage
is hosted. Detect a subset of novel phishes, i.e.,
XSS-based phishes, embedded objects-based
phishes and phishes exploit websites hosting in any
language. Include legitimate websites, phishing
websites, and suspected websites in the collected
dataset as well as offline and online samples.
Collect the dataset from specific sources such as
datasets used by current researches and well known
archives of the most popular organizations
concerning on Internet phishing mitigation. For
example, Google Whitelist, Alexa’s top sites,
PhishTank and CastleCops. The cross validation of
the proposed model relies on random-based
evaluation, which evaluates the overall performance
of this model using randomly selected phishing and
legitimate websites under an environmental setup
and real time conditions. The expected findings of
this study may reflect some practical impacts of the
adopted features on the overall detection efficacy
due to the computational cost and time. It is not
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easy to provide empirical evidence that constructed
phish detection model could be considered as the
optimum anti-phishing solution but at least this
effort is worthwhile towards generalizing well
novel phishes detection and reducing missing ones.
Analysis and investigation have been made
regarding to the actually used phishing and
legitimate datasets, features selection criteria and
evaluation metrics due to the lack of benchmark
test bed in realism. Thus, to observe a clear picture
to the revealed detection results, this proposed
approach will be compared to the former ones.
This study employs actual datasets that observed
during a distinct period of time due to the short life
span of phishing websites which varies from 3
minutes to 48 hours.
7. OPEN RESEARCH ISSUES
The academic and industry researchers have
generally conducted their investigations in technical
and sociological perspectives towards detecting
phishing emails and websites [4, 38]. Researchers
introduced numerous anti-phishing solutions
against phish websites. Such solutions involved
with various detection approaches such as blacklist
and whitelist, heuristics, hybrid and information
flow -based approaches [2, 3, 10, 23, 26, 39, 47].
Based on the literature, hybrid based anti-phishing
solutions outperformed the other solutions due to
the use of various hybrid features and classifiers.
However, they are still misclassify some kinds of
novel phishes that have exploit more sophisticated
deceptions and advanced trickery to bypass existing
anti-phishing solutions [21, 31, 32, 35, 40, 44, 46,
51]. Novel phishes like cross site scripting based
(XSS-based), embedded objects-based and phishes
exploit cross site scripting vulnerabilities on web
browsers and obfuscated scripts to hide and
distribute spyware and malware into the client’s
computer. Furthermore, they modify and imitate
some components in the webpage’s source code to
redirect users to fake websites by using external
links [42, 43, 45, 52, 53]. Particularly, a limited
number of phish detection models have been
proposed in the literature to detect the continuously
evolving phish variants. And researchers have
conducted their investigations to explore a variety
of features for phishing detection but they have
rarely provided effective set of hybrid features that
can be considered as phish pattern (often named as
phish profile) [13, 54-56]. Furthermore, distinct
feature selection mechanisms which can be used to
obtain valuable hybrid features and best features set
quality is sparingly found in the literature [13, 56-
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60].These issues are laid behind the problem of
missing novel phishes, wrong alarms, inaccurate
detection and poor adaptability to novel phishes.

8. DISCUSSION AND FUTURE DIRECTION
Recently the anti-phishing solutions capability
is a great challenge against novel phishes websites.
More importantly these solutions analyze phishing
attacks by using design features and mechanisms
because of this they cannot leverage and efficient.
They have lack of webpage URL and content
analysis for webpage design in embedded objects
like images, applets, ActiveX, etc. Furthermore the
issue of leveraging obfuscated client side scripts
and not probably injected by malware delivery [20,
40]. Some solutions are came with frequencyinverse document frequency (tf-idf) features, and
text categorization but these are only good for
specific languages [20, 61]. Another issue is that
the data set used by some typical anti-phishing
solutions and limited for specific languages like
English. So that phishers can defeat some antiphishing solutions by phish websites hosted in
some other languages like Arabic and Chinese. The
security and prevent from phishes attacks are
necessary in development and growth in different
fields such as financial banks, industries,
transportation, and new technologies, etc. [62-64].
As a result the main challenge of new researchers is
to conduct investigations toward finding an
optimum anti-phishing solution in terms of
detection capability against novel phishes along
with efficacy factors for wider-scale detection of
existing ant-phishing solutions. For future our
suggestion is that an optimum anti-phishing
solution, which is based on a combination of antiphishing approaches require.

9. CONCLUSION
The existing anti-phishing solutions not work
efficiently against phishes because of its continuing
growth and day by day new tricks. There is a need
of rich literature via wider objective, theoretical and
practical contributions are needed to meet cyber
security requirement and financial indexes. There is
a need to consider new scenarios to test and deal
with novel phishes. This will help the researcher to
stimulating and enhance their interests and attention
into the challenges of detection against novel
phishes. This survey is most up to date and based
on large material. In addition it attempts the recent
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gap of anti-phishing campaign and makes a bridge
to describe and characterize its elements. Through
this survey we reveal that the issues are fall into
many facts such as features and mechanism and
developed for wider and effective detection of
novel phishes. There is still a big gap towards
finding an optimum anti-phishing solution against
phishes.
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